###### 

Endpoint review results by type of endpoint

                                                        Clinical study endpoint   Clinical study endpoint   Clinical study endpoint   Clinical study endpoint   Clinical study endpoint   Clinical study endpoint   Rashes
  ----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- --------
  Total reviewed events                                 111                       24                        35                        18                        29                        5                         42
  Per Protocol Endpoints (confirmed + probable)         60                        11                        18                        3                         23                        5                         
  Confirmed Events (for rashes: grade 2-4)              53                        11                        16                        2                         19                        5                         28
  SD\* adequate                                         42                        10                        11                        1                         16                        4                         6
  SD\* sufficiently/only partly adequate                10/1                      1/0                       5/0                       0/1                       3/0                       1/0                       19/3
  Probable Events                                       7                         0                         2                         15                        4                         0                         \-
  SD\* sufficiently/ only partly adequate               6/1                       0/0                       2/0                       2                         4/0                       0/0                       -/-
  Rejected Events (for rashes: grade 1 or not a rash)   51                        13                        17                        15                        6                         0                         14
  Not fulfil criteria, SD\* adequate                    17                        3                         9                         2                         3                         0                         4
  Not fulfil criteria, SD\* sufficiently adequate       21                        8                         3                         8                         2                         0                         5
  Not fulfil criteria, SD\* only partly adequate        13                        2                         5                         5                         1                         0                         5
